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Abstract 
This paper studies Cartesian closed topological categories inside the category of uniform 
limit spaces which contain the category Unif of uniform spaces. This approach yields many 
of the known Cartesian closed extensions of Unif as well as some new ones. Applications 
include some new descriptions of the Cartesian closed topological hull of Unif, and a 
relatively simple characterization of the finest splitting uniformity. 
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1. Introduction 
It is known that Unif, the category of uniform spaces and uniformly continuous 
maps, is not Cartesian closed. Indeed, not even the discrete uniformity on certain 
horn-sets in Unif causes the corresponding evaluations to be uniformly continuous 
[S]. However, a number of different Cartesian closed extensions of Unif, i.e., 
Cartesian closed topological supercategories of Unif, has appeared in the literature. 
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These include ULim, the category of uniform limit spaces and uniformly continu- 
ous maps [10,11,16]; the subcategory of ULim of u-spaces [11,17]; the category 
BUnif of bornological uniform spaces and uniformly continuous boundedness-pre- 
serving maps [2], which is the Cartesian closed topological (CCT) hull of Unif; and 
the coreflective hull of Unif in ULim, an explicit description of this being given in 
[41. 
This paper systematically investigates Cartesian closed extensions of Unif under 
the “roof” of ULim. The investigation thus encompasses the extensions mentioned 
in the previous paragraph (including the CCT hull of Unif) and produces some new 
ones in a natural fashion. The CCT hull of Unif in fact gets some new descriptions 
in this paper: one of them is closely related to that of Adamek and Reiterman [2]; 
the others proceed via the construction of Bourdaud [5] and any of the finally 
dense extensions of Unif introduced in this paper. Another consequence of this 
investigation is a description of the finest splitting uniformity which is simpler than 
the one given in 141. 
2. Preliminaries 
If X is a set, then X2 denotes XXX; 1, the identity map X+X; and A, the 
diagonal of X2. If F, G cX*, then F 0 G = {(x, y)l(x, z) E G and (z, y) E F for 
some z E X}; while by F’“’ we shall mean the set F 0 F 0 . . . 0 F, taken to IZ 
“factors”. The notation F 8 G denotes the set {((x, y), (x’, y’)) 1(x, x’) E F 
Gh and F-’ = ICY, x>l(x, Y) E F). 
If X and Y are sets and f : X + Y is a map, then f” means f Xf; if WC Y 2, 
then f-2(W> = (f2>-1(W). The symbols rrr and r2 will denote the first projection 
X X Y + X and second projection X x Y + Y respectively. 
The concept of a filter on a set X shall include the null filter. If FE F(X), the 
set of all filters on X, and Z cX, then Ftr Z = {F n Z 1 F E 9-1. Suppose _!z? is 
some nonempty family of subsets of X. Then [&I] denotes the filter generated by 
&. There are two special cases: If A cX, then [A] is used instead of [{All; and if 
x EX then [xl is used in place of [{x}]. If F, .L? E F(X2>, then 9-l = IF-’ I F E 9% 
~@~?‘=[{F@GIFFE, GEL?}]; and ~~~=[{F~GIFELK GEHI. The no- 
tation ~8”) is used for the filter F 0 Fo . . . 0 9, taken to y1 “factors”. If 
F~IF(x)and f:X - Y is a map, then fF= [{ fF ( F E s}]. 
The reader can consult [l] for general categorical background. In this paper all 
subcategories will be taken to be full and isomorphism-closed. 
“Uniformity” will mean “diagonal uniformity”, and a suitable reference is [151. 
The axioms for a semi-uniformity are those for a uniformity with the possible 
exception of the composition axiom. (See [6] for example.) If (X, 91 is a semi-uni- 
form space then (9) denotes the finest uniformity contained in 9, i.e., (9’) 
consists of all subsets W, of X2 for which there exists a sequence (WklkEN in 9’ 
such that W, 0 W, c W,_, for all k E N. (See [6, 24 B.21.) Note that (9’) is the 
uniform reflection of 9. 
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Wyler’s notion of a uniform limit space [16] is a generalization of the notion of a 
uniform convergence space due to Cook and Fischer [7]: If X is a set, and 
[I c 5(X2) is nonempty, then (X, [L) is called a uniform limit space provided: 
(ul) [(x, x)] E iL for x EX; 
(~2) FE IL and ~c???E [F(X*)=S’G [L; 
(~3) 22y27~E~FnneE; 
(u4) FTEiLd9_lE[L. 
(u5) 9, BEL=M&[L. 
To obtain a Cook-Fischer space (i.e., a uniform convergence space in the sense of 
Cook and Fischer) just replace axiom (~1) by 
(~1)’ [A,] E L. 
Every Cook-Fischer space is a uniform limit space. If (X, IL) and (Y, W) are 
uniform limit spaces and f : X + Y is a map then f : (X, [I) + (Y, K) is said to be 
uniformly continuous provided f *FE K whenever ATE IL. Let ULim denote the 
topological category of all uniform limit spaces and uniformly continuous maps, 
and CF its subcategory with objects all Cook-Fischer spaces. 
A uniform space (X, 9) can be seen as a uniform limit space by identifying _9 
with the set {FE E(X*) 123 c F}. In this way Unif can be embedded into ULim. 
In fact, Unif is bireflective in ULim (see [12, 1.3.8, Proposition 11, for instance): If 
(X, [L) E ULim, the bireflection is 1, :(X, [L) + (X, Lunif), where LuUnif = ( n {Sr 1 
9-E L}). 
3. Cartesian closed extensions of Unif 
As already pointed out, Wyler’s definition of a uniform limit space is a 
generalization of Cook and Fischer’s definition of a uniform convergence space. 
This generalization, seemingly minor, has a profound effect: CF is not Cartesian 
closed [8] whereas ULim is, [lo]. Although ULim has the advantage of possessing 
easily described function spaces, it is too large to contain Unif as a finally dense 
subcategory. This will be proved a little later in the paper. 
To obtain a Cartesian closed subcategory of ULim which is topological and 
contains Unif as a finally dense, hence bireflective subcategory, one can form the 
coreflective hull of Unif in ULim, as was done in [4]. The objects of this category, 
here denoted sugULim, are the semi-uniformly generated spaces. 
Definition 3.1 [4, Proposition 51. A uniform limit space (X, [L) is said to be 
semi-uniformly generated (and is called a semi-uniformly generated space) provided 
for each FTE [L there exist Y CX and a semi-uniformity 9 on Y such that 
[PI c9 and [9] E [L. 
A semi-uniformly generated space can thus be said to be generated by semi-uni- 
formities on subsets. 
The following example shows that ULim and sugULim are distinct. 
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Example 3.2. For each IZ E N put 
EI,={XERlX>n}2, 
and let 
Cz?=[{H,lnEN}]. 
Then (R, L) is a uniform limit space, where 
L={~~5(R~)lS?~[A,]c~forsornefiniteBclR}. 
However, 02, L) is not semi-uniformly generated. For suppose the contrary. Then, 
since s?? E L, there exists A c R and a semi-uniformity k? on A such that [g] c SF 
and [L!?] E L. This now means that Z n [A,] c [I?‘] for some finite B c Ft. Hence 
A, c H,, U A, for all II E N, and so 
Thus A is finite. But, then the finite set A2 belongs to 27 and hence to 2, which 
is impossible. 
Corollary 3.3. Unif is not finally dense in ULim. 
Proposition 3.4. (a) CF is a bireflective subcategory of ULim. 
(b) CF c sugULim. 
Proof. (a) If (X, L) E ULim, the bireflection is given by IL” = (9~ F(X2) l([A,] 17 
.F’)(“) c F for some 27 E L and IZ E N}, as can be seen by routine calculations. 
(b) If (X, L) E CF and 9~ [L, then 9-n 53-’ n [A,] is a semi-uniformity on X 
which belongs to L and is contained in 5 q 
Although sugULim is a Cartesian closed extension which contains Unif as a 
finally dense subcategory, its disadvantage is the complexity of its objects. This is 
due in part to the fact that sugULim is not bireflective in ULim. 
The passage from Definition 3.1 to the next one is natural. 
Definition 3.5. A uniform limit space (X, IL) is said to be uniformly generated (and 
is called a uniformly generated space) provided that it satisfies the following 
condition (called the density condition): for each FE L there exist Y CX and a 
uniformity 9 on Y such that [ ~81 c F and [ 91 E L. 
A uniformly generated space can thus be said to be generated by uniformities 
on subsets. The subcategory of ULim whose objects are the uniformly generated 
spaces, is denoted by ugULim. 
Lemma 3.6. (a) Suppose f : X + Y is a map and 2+ is a semi-uniformity on X. Then 
f 29 is a semi-uniformity on jX and ( f 2P) c f 2(( 9)). 
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(b) If (X, 0 E ugUL im and Y is a semi-uniformity on A cX, then [(P)] E [I 
whenever [Y] E L. 
(c) Zf (X, L) is a pre-uniform limit space (i.e., only axioms (ul)-(~3) need be 
fulfilled [16]) which satisfies the density condition, then axioms (~4) and (~5) are 
automatically satisfied, 
Proof. (a) Concerning the inclusion, take Ha E (f ‘27). Then there exists a se- 
quence Wk)kEN in f 2P such that Hk 0 Hk c Hk_l for each k. We seek F, CX 
and a sequence (Fk)k E N in 9 so that Fk 0 Fk c Fk_ I for each k, and f 2F0 c H,. 
Just put Fk = fP2(Hk) for each k. 
(b) There is a uniformity 9 on B CX with [91 c [PI and [9] E [1. Now A cB 
because each member of 9 contains A A; and g r A2 is a uniformity on A. The 
result is now a consequence of the following chain of inclusions: 
[9]c[-WA2] c[<99]c[9]. 
(c) For axiom (u.5), if _9i is a uniformity on Ai CX such that [sl] E [L for i = 1, 
2, then there is a uniformity B on A CX such that [g] E [L and 
~~13~~1=~~13~~,1~~~21. IJ 
Proposition 3.7. The category ugULim is biref7ective in sugULim, hence topological. 
In addition it is Cartesian closed, and contains Unif as a finally dense, hence 
bireflectiue subcategory. 
Proof. Given (X, IL) E sugULim, put 
IL”gULim = { 9 E lF( X2) I [(Y)] c F where 9 is a semi-uniformity 
on some A CX with [P] E [L). 
To show that (X, [LugULim E ) ugULim, we need only verify axiom (1131, for (~1) and 
(1.121 are obvious, while Lemma 3.6(c) accounts for (~4) and (~5). Suppose Szr, 
y2 E LWJLim Then there exist Ai CX and a semi-uniformity Yi on Ai such that 
[(Pi)] c < and [Pi] E II for i = 1, 2. Now we can find A CX and a semi-uniform- 
ity 9 on A such that [Y] E O_ and [PI c[P,l n [P21. Obviously, A, uA, CA. 
We have [(9’>1 c [(yrA?)l c ICYi> f or i = 1, 2, and the condition follows easily. 
The universal condition follows by application of Lemma 3.6(a), (b). 
Because quotients and coproducts are finitely productive in Unif it follows that 
A*Unif is Cartesian closed by [3, Remark 81. Now note that ugULim = A*Unif. •I 
Next we show that there exist semi-uniformly generated spaces which are not 
uniformly generated, in other words that sugULim and ugULim are distinct. 
Example 3.8. Choose a sequence (H,), t N of symmetric subsets of [w2 so that 
A,cH,, and H,,cJH,,~H,=H,,+, for all n E N. Then ([w, Zn) is a semi-uniform 
space for each n E N, where Zn = [H,]. Now, if 
[L = {FE [F([w2) I Zn CT for some n E N} 
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then (R, L) is a semi-uniformly generated space. Let us assume that it is also 
uniformly generated. Fix some IZ E N. Then there exist A c R! and a uniformity 27 
on A such that [9] cZ;, and [.!?I E [L. This in turn implies that Zk c [if?] for some 
k E N. Now, since [ZZ] cZ~, it holds that A2 E Zn, so A, cA2 from which it 
follows that A = R and that 9 is a uniformity on R. Since Hk E 27 there is a 
sequence (G,), E N in ?? such that G, 0 G, c Hk and G,,, 0 G,,, c G, for each 
ZEkJ.But Z?C~?~ so H,cGforallG~Z?andthus Hirn)cHk foreverymEN. 
However, from the inclusions Zk c 29 c AYn it is obtained that n < k; say n + p = k 
for some nonnegative integer p. Thus 
Hk = ( HJc2’) $ ( Hn)(2P+‘) c Hk. 
This impossibility shows that (R, L) is not uniformly generated. 
We come now to the simplest of the Cartesian closed finally dense extensions of 
Unif. 
Definition 3.9. A uniform limit space (X, k) is said to be reflectively generated (and 
is called a reflectively generated space) provided for each FE [L there exists Y c X 
such that [kunif 1 Y2] cy and [Luunif r Y21 E [L. 
A reflectively generated space can thus be said to be generated by subspaces of 
its uniform bireflection. 
Let rgULim denote the subcategory of ULim whose objects are the reflectively 
generated spaces. 
Proposition 3.10. A uniform limit space (X, IL) is reflectively generated if and only if 
there exists a uniformity 9 on X such that for each LT E [L there exists Y c X such 
that [9 r Y2] c7and [9 1 Y2] E [L. 
Proof. It just needs to be shown 
[B 1 Y2]=[LuUnifr Y2]. Now, ~3 c[9 
sacc(n{._9l9~[i})=L~~~~. 
that if [_cZ~ Y2]~ [L for some YcX, then 
r W2] for each WcX, and so 
Hence [g r Y2] c [Lunif r Y2]. On the other hand, suppose HE [Lunif 1 Y21. Then 
there exists K E Lunif such that K n Y 2 c H. But [B 1 Y 2] is assumed to belong to 
[L, so the construction of Lunif above shows that K E [~3 r Y 2]. Hence there exists 
DEB suchthat DnY’cK.Thus DnY2cKnY2cH,and HE[_c~~Y’]. 0 
The following example shows that the uniformity 9 in Proposition 3.10 can be 
different from kunif, but the previous proof shows that Lunif is the finest such 8. 
Example 3.11. Let ?J denote the usual uniformity on R, and define a reflectively 
generated space (R, L) by letting 
[I = {FE [F(R2) I [FY~F’] CF for some finite subset F of R}. 
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Z? is the coarsest generating uniformity of L, and LuUnif, which is the discrete 
uniformity, is the finest. (On the contrary, the generating uniformity in Example 
4.3 is unique.) 
Proposition 3.12. The category rgULim is bireflective in ugULim, hence topological, 
and contains Unif as a finally dense subcategory. 
Proof. Given (X, [I) E ugULim, let 
[IrgULim = (5% [F(X’) ]th ere exist A CX and a uniformity 9 on A 
such that [g] E iL and [L”~‘~~A~] cF}. 
As in the proof of Proposition 3.7 we need to check only axiom (~3). Suppose yi, 
-ST, E kr&JLim . Then there exist Ai CX and a uniformity gi on Ai such that 
[So] E L and [Lunif 1 A:] c q for i = 1, 2. Now there exist A CX and a uniformity 
9 on A such that [g] E IL and [g] c [g-,1 n [s2]. From this it follows that 
[ LUUnif 1 A2] c F, n ST,. 
For the universal condition choose continuous f : (X, [I) + (Y, W) with (X, [L) E 
ugULim and (Y, W) E rgULim. It must be shown that f :(X, ILrguLim) + (Y, W) is 
continuous, so pick 9 E LrgULim. There exist A CX and a uniformity 9 on A such 
that [L~]E[L and [Lunif~A2]c~. Now f :(A, llunif~A2)+(fA, K”“ifr(fA>2> is 
uniformly continuous, i.e., KUnif r ( fA)2 c f *(LuUnif 1 A2>. By using the uniform conti- 
nuity of f : (X, IL) + (Y, W) we obtain that [f *23_] E K, and so [Kunif r ( fAj2] E K. 
0 
It is now shown that there exist uniformly generated spaces which are not 
reflectively generated, i.e., the categories ugULim and rgULim are not equal. 
Example 3.13. For each r E (0, m) let %r be the uniformity [A, U i-r, r]*] on R. 
Observe that if 0 < r G s then & c %‘,.. Now (R, L) E ugULim, where 
L = (9-E [F(R2) 1 2Yr CF for some r E (0, m)}. 
Note that LuUnif is the indiscrete uniformity, y, on R. The space (R, L) is not 
reflectively generated. Suppose that it is. Then there exists A c R so that [ylA*] 
E L and [slA2] c Zi. From this it follows that A = R, so y~ iL. Hence there 
exists r E (0, m> such that Z!,. cy, which is absurd. 
We now consider Cartesian closedness of rgULim. Adamek and Reiterman [2] 
characterized the Cartesian closed topological hull of Unif as the category BUnif of 
bornological uniform spaces, which can be defined as follows: Objects are triples 
(X, p, 9) where p is a gage uniformity on a set X and 9 is a bornology (i.e., a 
collection of “bounded” subsets containing all finite sets and closed under subsets 
and finite unions) satisfying the conditions 
(Bl) p is g-final, i.e., p contains each pseudometric which is uniformly 
continuous on all bounded sets; 
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(B2) 9 is P-closed, i.e., 9 contains each set M CX with the following 
property: for each pseudometric b in p and each E > 0, there exists k ~95’ such 
that b(x, k) < E for each x EM. 
Morphisms are bounded uniformly continuous maps. It is easy to show that the 
category sBUnif of semi-bornological uniform spaces, obtained by omitting condi- 
tion (B2) above, is isomorphic to rgULim. 
A study of the proof of 2.2 in [2] reveals that sBUnif is Cartesian closed, and that 
the function space structures can be described as in BUnif. Hence we have: 
Theorem 3.14. rgULim is Cartesian closed. 
We now discuss the function spaces in rgULim. 
Definition 3.15. Suppose that (X, IL) and (Y, W) are reflectively generated spaces, 
let (X, Y) = horn rguLim((X, L), (Y, W>> and put 
A= (n (_FEIF((X, Y)2)]ev2(Y@_9) EKfor Fell}), 
i.e., ~8’ is the uniform bireflection of the ULim function space structure on (X, Y> 
which is given by uniform continuous convergence. Define a structure W on (X, Y> 
in the following way: VW consists of all superfilters on (X, YJ2 of filters of the form 
[_.&‘l F2], where F c (X, Y) is such that: 
(i) ev2([Iunif 1 Z2] 8 [_&‘r F2]) E K whenever Nunif 1 Z21 E 11. 
We will see in Remark 3.17 that VW is the required rgULim function space 
structure. 
Proposition 3.16. Suppose (X, L), (Y, K) E rgULim, define (X, Y) and &%‘a.~ above, 
and let F c (X, Y). Then condition (i) in Definition 3.15 implies the following 
conditions : 
(i>’ [Kunif r (ev(Z x F))2] E I6 whenever [Lunif r Z21 E IL, 
(ii) [KUnif r (ev(Z x F))2] c ev2([Lunif r Z2] 8 [.,&‘I F2]> whenever [Luunif 1 Z2] E [I; 
and conditions (i) and (i>’ are equivalent in the presence of condition (ii>. 
Proof. Let condition (i) hold and suppose Z CX is such that [llunif r Z21 E [i. Then 
ev2([Runif 1 Z2] @ [.&‘l F2]) E 06, so there exists W c Y such that [Kunif 1 W21 E K 
and 
[W Unifr W2] cev2([LunifrZ2] 8 [.k’rF2]). 
Since W 2 E [Kunif 1 W 2] there exist D E LuUnif and h4 E_J% so that 
ev2((D nZ2) 8 (MnF2)) c W2. 
(*I 
Hence ev2(A, @I AF) c W2, which implies that ev(Z X F) c W. We now obtain that 
[Kunif r W2] c [Kunif r (ev(Z x F))2] from which it follows that condition (i) implies 
condition (i)‘. Because ev(Z x F) c W it is easy to see that in (*> [Kunif 1 W2] can 
be replaced by [KUnif 1 (ev(Z x F>)2]. Hence condition (i) implies condition (ii). 
The remainder of the proof is clear. 0 
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Remark 3.17. (a) By using the previously mentioned isomorphism between sBUnif 
and rgULim it can easily be seen that condition (i)’ in Proposition 3.16 corresponds 
to the equiboundedness condition in [2]. Condition (ii) can be seen to correspond 
to the equicontinuity condition in [2]. (See Proposition 3.19 later on for more 
information concerning condition (ii).) 
(b) By the remarks preceding Theorem 3.14, by Proposition 3.16, and (a), it is 
clear that the function space structures in rgULim are as given in Definition 3.15. 
Proposition 3.18. Let (X, [L), (Y, K) E rgULim, and let (X, Y) and A% be as in 
Definition 3.15. Zf E E KUnif and [kuunif r Z2] E IL, define III,,, to be 
z~z6(W2E) n ({k 4) @ (X7 Y,‘)). 
Then III,,, E.&‘. (Note: III is read “sha”.) 
Proof. Note first that 
(f, 8) EIIIE,Z o(fz,gz)~Eforz~Z. 
Assume that _5?,, E [F((X, Y>*) is such that 
ev2(FtL?O) E K for all 5’E L. (*) 
In particular there exists WC Y such that [KUnif 1 W2] c ev2([LuUnif r Z*] m-5?& 
Consequently there are D E kunif and L ET,, such that 
ev2((Df7Z2)@L)cEnW2cE. 
This shows that L c III,,, and hence that III,,, E_L?~. Since the filter _5?,, with 
property (*> was chosen arbitrarily, we have that 
III,,,E n(5?EF((X,Y)‘)lev2(.~@5?) EMfor FEIL). 
To show that III,,, EM it suffices to show that there exists E’ E KUnif such that 
III,!,, 0 III.?,, c III,,,. For this, just select E’ E Kunif with the property that 
E’aE’cE. 0 
We now turn to equivalent characterizations of condition (ii) of Proposition 
3.16. 
If (X, L), (Y, WI E ULim, then a family F c homuLi,((X, 0, (Y, WI) is called 
equicontinuous provided for each E E KUnif there exists D E kuUnif such that f 2D c 
E for all f E F. (In case (X, L> and (Y, WI are uniform spaces this reduces to the 
usual notion of an equicontinuous family.) 
Proposition 3.19. Suppose (X, k), (Y, W) E rgULim, define (X, Y) and ~2’ us in 
Definition 3.15, and let F c (X, Y). For each E E KUnif define D,,, to be 
f9!$((ev-*E) n (X2 @ Uf, f )I)). 
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Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) D,,, E kunif or all E E Kunif. 
(ii) [Kunif 1 (ev(Z x F))*] c ev2([Lunif r 2’1~ [.dr F’]) whenever [kuUnif 1 Z2] E [i. 
(iii) F is equicontinuous. 
Proof. Note first that 
(XT Y) EDE,F e (fx, fy) EE for fgF. 
(i) * (ii): Choose Z CX so that [f~“~~‘r Z21 E [L. If HE [KUnif r (ev(Z x F>)2], 
then there exists E’ E KUnif such that E’ n (ev(Z X F>)2 c H. Now select E E KUnif 
so that E 0 E c E’. It holds that 
ev’(( DE,, f-J Z’) @ (III,,, nF2)) cE’f~(ev(ZxF))~cH, 
which shows that HE ev2([llunif 1 Z21 @I [.&+‘r F*]>. 
(ii) = 6): Choose E E Kunif. By assumption there exist D E kunif and ME_& for 
which 
ev2((DnZ2)@(MnF2))~En(ev(Z~F))2~E 
is valid. From this it follows that D n Z2 c D,,,, and so D, F E [kunif r Z2]. This 
relation holds for every Z CX such that [kunif 1 Z21 E IL. To show that D,,, E kunif 
it is enough to show that there exists E’ E KUnif such that D,, F 0 D,, F c D,,,. The 
desired E’ is one for which E’ 0 E’ c E. 
(i) = (iii): This is very easy. 0 
The next result gives some more information about the function space struc- 
tures in rgULim: it shows that the uniformity A?’ in Definition 3.15 can be replaced 
by a coarser one. 
Proposition 3.20. Let (X, 0, (Y, W) E rgULim, and Zet (X, Y), A and W be 
defined as in Definition 3.15. Let .&” denote the uniformity on (X, Y) which has as 
base 
] III,,, 1 E E KUnif and [ Lunif 1 z*] E [L}. 
Then, whenever [A r F 2] E W, we have 
[A’rF2] = [_/QF2]. 
Proof. Suppose [Mr F2] E VV and 9 E I. There exists Z CX such that [Luunif 1Z2] 
c F and [Luunif 1Z2] E L. Then [KUnif 1 (ev(Z X F>)2] E K and 
[Kunifl (ev(Z xF))‘] cev2([LunifrZ2] 8 [NrF2]). 
For choose E’ E KUnif. Then there exists E E KUnif such that E 0 E c E’; and then 
ev2((4?,, n Z*) @ (III,,, n F”)) c E’ n (ev( Z x F))“, 
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Consequently ev2(F@ [A” 1 F2]> E K. This holds for each 9~ [L. Hence C[J@“l 
F2], and so [A’1 F2] c [N r PI. From Proposition 3.18 it follows that J” CA, and 
so [Jtr11;2]C[AlF2]. 0 
4. Cartesian closed topological hull of Unif 
For a topological category A let CCTH A denote the CCT hull of A, if it exists. 
By using the isomorphism between sBUnif and rgULim one can see that condition 
(B2) leads to the first condition in the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. Let (X, U E rgULim and W cX. The following are equivalent: 
(i) If for each D E kuUnif there exists W, CX such that [lluunif r W,“] E [L and 
W, n D[ x] # @ for each x E W, then [Lunif 1 W21 E [L. 
(ii) If for each D E kuUnif there exists W, CX such that [lLuunif 1 W,‘] E (L and 
W = n{ D[ W,] 1 D E k”“if), then [kuUnif 1 W ‘1 E 1. 
The subcategory of rgULim whose objects fulfil one of the equivalent conditions 
in Proposition 4.1 is denoted by cULim, and its objects are called closed spaces. 
Hence cULim is isomorphic to BUnif and it follows from [2]: 
Theorem 4.2. CCTH Unif = cULim. 
The general theory from 191 ensures that cULim is a bireflective subcategory of 
rgULim. Before proceeding with other descriptions of CCTH Unif, we present an 
easy example to show that rgULim and cULim are distinct. 
Example 4.3. Let 3 denote the indiscrete uniformity on R, and put IL = {FE 
lF(R2) I[4r F2] c 9 for some finite subset F of I#. Clearly (R, [L) is a reflectively 
generated space and kUnif = 3. But (R, IL) is not closed because R violates the 
conditions in Proposition 4.1. 
We will now develop an alternative description of CCTH Unif via a construction 
of Bourdaud. 
Definition 4.4 [51. Let C be a CCT category and B E C. Denote by C[B] the 
subcategory of C whose objects are those X E C such that the morphism a : X - 
[[X, Bl, B] defined by a(xX f > = f(x) f or all x E X and f E (X, B), is initial. 
(If Y, Z E C then (Y, Z) denotes homJY, Z), and [Y, Zl the corresponding 
function space in C. Occasionally just the underlying sets of Y or Z are used in 
this notation.) 
We shall use the following properties of C[Bl. 
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Proposition 4.5 [51. C[ Bl is a CCT category which is bireflective in C and closed with 
respect to function spaces in C. 
For the rest of this paper R denotes the set of real numbers with its usual 
uniformity. Lee [ll] showed that Unif, and hence CCTH Unif, is contained 
in ULim[R]. (The second inclusion follows from the theory in [9].) The question 
of equality remained open. Similarly we will now compare rgULim[R] and 
CCTH Unif. The objects of rgULim[R] will be called R-spaces. 
Let (X, [L) E rgULim, and for each E > 0 put U(E) = {(x, y> E R2 I 1 x - y I < E). 
Let JV be the uniformity on (X, R) which has as a base all sets of the form III,,,, 
for E > 0 and [kuunif r Z2] E L (cf. Proposition 3.20). As in Section 3, VW is the 
rgULim function space structure on (X, [WI, i.e., _YE [F((X, W2> belongs to W 
provided [JV r F2] c_Y for some F c (X, R> which is equicontinuous. (Note that 
condition (i)’ in Proposition 3.16 holds automatically.) 
Let J”’ be the uniformity on ([X, R], R) which has as a base all sets of the form 
III U(E),F for E > 0 and F c (X, R) equicontinuous; and let W’ be the rgULim 
function space structure on ([X, [WI, R8), i.e., _YE R([X, RI, W2> belongs to VV’ 
provided [JV r G*] c5? and D,,),, E VVunif for each E > 0. 
Proposition 4.6. A reflectively generated space (X, L> is an R-space provided 
[Luunif r Z2] E IL whenever III,,,, E VVunif for each E > 0. 
Proof. (X, IL) is an R-space if and only if a :(X, L) + [X, RI, RI is initial in 
rgULim. Hence [L can be characterized thus: 9~ 5(X2) belongs to [L if and only if 
there exists 2 CX such that [kuunif r Z2] c F and [JV r (aZj21 E W’. But the last 
inclusion holds only if Du(E),az E Wunif for each E > 0. However, for any F > 0 and 
any 2 CX it holds that DU(F),az = III,,,,,. 0 
Corollary 4.7. (a> Unif C rgULim[Rl. 
(b) CCTH Unif c rgULim[R]. 
Because of the final density of ULim in rgULim the following general theorem 
ensures equality in Corollary 4.7(b), i.e., 
CCTH Unif = rgULim[ R] . (*I 
Theorem 4.8. If C is a CCT category, A is topological and finally dense in C, and 
B EA, then: 
AcC[B] *CCTHA=C[B]. 
Proof. ( - >: The topological category A is finally dense, hence bireflective, and in 
particular finitely productive, in the topological category C[Bl. Since C[Bl is 
Cartesian closed by Proposition 4.5, the inclusion CCTH A c C[ B] follows from [9]. 
For the other inclusion, choose X E C[B]. Then a : X --f [[X, B], B] is 
initial. Since A is finally dense in C[B] we have the existence of a final sink 
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<fj : xi + ix, Bl)j,, with all domains in A. This provides the initial 
source ([f,,Bl:[[X,Bl,Bl + [X,,B]),,,. Hence (If,, B]ou)~~, is initial, so XE 
CCTH A by [9]. 
(e=>: Obvious. 0 
It follows from Theorem 4.8 and the next proposition that rgULim in ( * > can be 
replaced by ugULim and sugULim. 
Proposition 4.9. (a) cULim, rgULim and ugULim are closed with respect to 
function spaces in sugULim. (The function spaces in all these categories are the 
sugULim-bicorej7ections of the corresponding uniform continuous convergence.) 
(b) Unif c rgULim[R] = ugULim[R] = sugULim[R]. 
Proof. (a) All these categories are bireflective, Cartesian closed, finally dense 
subcategories of sugULim. Now apply, [14, 3.31. 
(b) Apply (a>. 0 
Theorem 4.10. CCTH Unif = rgULim[R] = ugULim[[W] = sugULim[R]. 
The diagram summarizes the relationships between the categories considered in 
this paper, where r denotes bireflective and c bicoreflective subcategory. 
ULim 
sugULim = coreflective hull of Unif in ULim 
c 
BUnif = CCTH Unif 
Unif 
5. The finest splitting uniformity 
We conclude this paper with a description of the finest splitting uniformity. (See 
1131 for background concerning splitting structures, where the term “proper” is 
used in place of “splitting”.) Given uniform spaces (X, g) and (Y, Z) the finest 
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splitting uniformity W on (X, Y) was characterized in [4] by considering Unif as a 
subcategory of sugULim and applying Theorem 2.12 of [13]. A simpler characteri- 
zation can be obtained by considering Unif as a subcategory of cULim and 
applying the same theorem: 
Proposition 5.1. Let (X, 91, (Y, 23 E Unif. Then the finest splitting uniformity w 
on (X, Y) can be described as follows: W, C (X, Yj2 belongs to W if and only if 
there exists a sequence (Wk)k EN of subsets of (X, Yj2 for which: 
(i> W, 0 W, c W,_ 1 for all k E N; 
(ii) each member of (W, CI F2), E w belongs to the uniformity of uniform conver- 
gence on F, for each equicontinuous family F C (X, Y). 
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